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Oil
Culinary oil can be made from plants 
or animal fats, or it can be synthetic. It’s 
used in baking, frying and other types 
of cooking, as well as in salad dressings 
and sauces. Each oil has its own flavour 
characteristics and cooking qualities, 
and is used in many different ways in 
cuisines around the world.

Oil & 
Vinegar Splash, pour, drizzle or 

infuse… the secrets of 
liquid seasoning

“

”
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Heating oil
All oils react differently to being 
heated, and are tested to find the 
maximum temperature they can safely 
be heated to. This is called the ‘smoke 
point’, that is, the temperature at 
which you first see and smell smoke. 
An oil’s smoke point determines how 
it should be used – whether that’s to 
dress a warm or cold dish, for shallow 
frying at a low heat or deep-frying 
or roasting at high temperatures. In 
general, the more refined an oil is, the 
higher the smoke point, because many 
of the impurities that cause the oil to 
smoke have been removed.

Olive oil reaches its smoke point 
at a relatively low temperature. 
Compounds within it, such as water 
and fatty acids, begin to break down, 
and it can give food a burnt taste. 
Better quality extra virgin olive oils 
can be used in frying, as long as you 
control the heat – you can even 
reuse it after cooking, on salads or for 
sautéing vegetables, saving you money 
and time in the kitchen. 

Using the right equipment
Seasoning and flavouring food while 
you’re cooking becomes much easier 
when you have the right tools for the 
job. Cole & Mason has developed a 
variety of oil and vinegar pourers to 
suit most situations.
The Classic Oil and Vinegar Pourer is 
a refined but simple dispenser, which 
features the Cole & Mason no-mess 
lid, feeding excess liquid back into the 
bottle to keep your worktop clean.

If you want to have greater control with 
seasoning, the Flow Select Pourer has 
pour and drizzle options and an easy-
seal twist cap, as well as the no-mess lid.
If you’re counting the calories, the Cole 
& Mason Oil Mister is ideal. It lightly 
sprays small quantities of oil over the 
surface of your pan or food, so you 
use much less when you’re frying or 
lining a pan.

With all these products, you can add 
dried herbs and spices to create oil and 
vinegar infusions – the anti-clog filter 
prevents food particles getting stuck 
in the mechanism. If you want to store 
your infusion, it’s best to use dried 
herbs and spices rather than fresh, to 
prevent micro-organisms developing.
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Storing and keeping oil
All oils are sensitive to heat, light and 
oxygen, whether they are refined or 
not. So you need to keep them in 
sealed containers, in a cool, dark, dry 
place. If you store them incorrectly, they 
might thicken and lose their quality.

The Cole & Mason Classic and Flow 
Select Oil and Vinegar Pourers, with 
their sealed lids, are ideal for storing 
and keeping oil.

Oils for different uses
Rapeseed oil - A member of the 
cabbage family, rapeseed is used to 
make a refined oil and a cold-pressed 
oil. The latter has become the darling of 
the British kitchen in recent years – for 
several reasons. It has a mellow, subtle 
flavour, and less than half the saturated 
fat of olive oil. It also has a high smoke 
point (200°C) so you can use it in many 
types of cooking without losing the 
flavour or the health benefits. It’s great 
for making dressings, mayonnaise and 
pesto, and ideal for roasting.
Olive oil - Most chefs would say olive oil 
is the single most important ingredient 
they use in their kitchen. It enhances the 
flavours of many dishes – salads, soups, 
fish and meat dishes and vegetables. The 
viscosity of olive oil varies from light to 
medium, and some are quite dense.
If the label says the oil is estate bottled, 
this means the olives have been 
handpicked, and pressed on the farm 
where they were grown. These oils are 
often superior in quality. The best way to 
taste olive oil is to sip it from a glass and 
let it roll around your tongue.

It doesn’t respond well to being 
exposed to air and heat, and you should 
keep it in the darkest part of
the kitchen.
Coconut oil - Due to high levels of 
saturated fats, coconut oil is one of 
the most long-lasting oils – you can 
keep it for up to two years before it 
deteriorates.  It can be used in place 
of olive oil or sunflower oil. However, 
although the saturated fats help 
preserve the oil, they make it less 
healthy than other oils, such as olive oil, 
so you need to be careful not to eat 
too much of it.
Infused oils - Oil infused with herbs, 
spices or other tasty or aromatic foods 
bring a new dimension of flavour to a 
dish, without introducing the texture of 
the added ingredient.
Other types of oil - There are fruit oils 
similar to olive oil, such as avocado and 
argan oil. Nut and seed oils, such as 
walnut, hazelnut, sesame and pumpkin 
seed are used mainly for their distinctive 
flavour, and are relatively expensive. 
Vegetable oils are generally for everyday 
use. Citrus oils – for example, lemon 
and orange – are used for flavouring.
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Tips for using oils
• Flavoured oils are great with meats, 
fish dishes and poultry.
• Olive oil is perfect with bread as a 
substitute for butter, because it contains 
plenty of healthy monounsaturated fats. 
Extra virgin olive oil is best for this, but 
some nut or vegetable oils also go well 
with bread.
• Adding a little oil to butter when 
you’re frying can help prevent the 
butter burning and the food sticking. 

However, oil in a spray form is a 
healthier substitute for butter, as you 
can control how much you use and it 
has fewer bad fats.
• Brushing meat with your favourite 
oil (whether that’s extra virgin olive oil 
or rapeseed oil) can help to seal and 
brown it.
• When you’re roasting vegetables, use 
nut oil or olive oil, rather than butter, 
to add flavour to the vegetables.
• When you’re frying, make sure you 
heat the oil properly before you put 
the food in the pan. This stops the food 
soaking up excess fats and reduces the 
risk of it sticking to the pan.
• In baking, olive oil is a healthier 
alternative to other fats and has a 
subtle flavour.
• Extra virgin oil and olive oil, as well 
as avocado, palm and coconut oil 
are great for frying, roasting, sautéing, 
stewing, baking or braising.
• For drizzling over salads or finished 
dishes, use an unfiltered extra virgin 
olive oil or an unrefined nut or seed oil, 
such as pumpkin seed or pine nut oil.

• If you want a neutral flavour, canola 
or rapeseed oil is a healthy choice 
because it’s higher in monounsaturated 
fats and Omega 3 fatty acids than 
most vegetable oils.
• Remember when you’re cooking at 
high heat, the more refined the oil the 
higher the smoke point.
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Type of Oil Smoke Point Uses Description

Rapeseed Medium All-purpose Deep yellow in colour. Grassy flavour

Avocado High Stir-frying and searing Vibrant green with avocado aroma good in high 
temperatures. Soft, nutty taste

Pumpkin
Can be heated but 
impairs flavour Drizzling –

Grapeseed Medium-low Cooking, sautéing or frying- can be 
used as a dressing Light-medium yellow oil that comes from wine

Linseed Low Dressing salads –

Sunflower High
Cooking, salad dressings, and in
the manufacture of margarines
and spreads

Light, odourless oil from pressed sunflower seeds, pale 
yellow in colour

Olive
Extra virgin - low
Virgin - medium
Extra light - high

All cooking, salads, sautéing, frying, 
grilling, baking, braising, searing and 
dressings

From very light to medium viscosity, and from a yellow 
to deep green colour, depending on the type

Nut-
   Macadamia 

Not really heated Drizzling on vegetables Oil extracted from the macadamia nut, with a fine 
quality similar to olive oil. It has a nutty Flavour.

Palm High Processing, all cooking and 
flavouring

Yellow- orange fatty oil that comes from the crushed 
palm oil nut

Corn (refined) High Frying, salad dressings and 
shortening 

Mild-medium yellow colour from the germ of a
corn kernel

Coconut Medium
Coatings, confectionery, and in
the manufacture of margarines
and spreads

A heavy oil extracted from fresh coconut,
virtually colourless
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Vinegar
Vinegar tends to get overlooked as a 
seasoning. But it can be a wonderful 
addition to many dishes, as long as you 
use it carefully. Most importantly, you 
don’t want to taste the vinegar. Like 
salt, its function is to build the flavours 
within a dish.
Vinegar is particularly good in meat 
sauces – for example, a dash of cider 
vinegar in pork gravy cuts through the 
richness of the meat. And in lighter 
sauces, white wine vinegar adds a 
little fresh acidity without introducing 
a dominant flavour. Also, by adding 
vinegar, you can reduce the amount of 
salt you use in a dish.
For centuries, vinegar has been used
to preserve and pickle food, but it 
helps bring the flavours to life in 
all sorts of dishes. It has become a 
valuable ingredient in cooking and 
baking, and chefs and food lovers are 
becoming increasingly interested in 
speciality vinegars. However, preserving 
with vinegar is still very popular, and 
many people are rediscovering this 
ancient craft.

Using the right equipment
Vinegar can overpower a dish if you 
add too much, so it’s important to 
control the amounts you use. To help, 
Cole & Mason has developed the 
Flow Select Oil and Vinegar Pourer. 
With a twist of the cap, you can select 
the pour function to dispense larger 
volumes of oil or vinegar – or the 
drizzle function when you need only 
a small amount. Then you simply twist 
to seal the contents for freshness, 
while the no-mess lid feeds any excess 
liquid back into the jar, keeping your 
worktop clean.

Choosing the best vinegar
for your dish
Red wine vinegar - Made from red 
grapes, red wine vinegar is a good base 
for a vinaigrette. It’s also the best type 
of vinegar for deglazing a pan when 
you’re cooking red meat or pork.

White wine vinegar - Usually made 
from white grapes, but sometimes 
from red, white wine vinegar is suited 
to sauces such as hollandaise, where it 
helps break the other ingredients down. 
It also makes a delicious salad dressing.

Cider vinegar - Amber in colour, due 
to being made from fermented apples, 
cider vinegar is one of the most 
versatile. It accompanies salads well, 
and is often an ingredient in dressings, 
chutneys and other preserves.

Balsamic vinegar - Balsamic vinegar is 
made by cooking and concentrating 
the juice of white Trebbiano grapes. 
Genuine, traditional balsamic vinegar 
comes from Modena or Reggio 
Emilia in Italy, and must be aged for 
at least ten years. It has a distinctive, 
velvety full flavour that combines 
the taste of sweet and sour perfectly. 
A more common balsamic vinegar, 
often called ‘aceto balsamico’, can be 
mass-produced with caramelised sugar 
added to the grapes. It has a sweet 
vinegary taste, very different from the 
traditional product, but possesses a 
similar dark colour.

Asian vinegars - Originating from 
China and Japan, Asian vinegars are the 
product of fermented rice. Brown rice 
vinegar is more popular in Japanese 
cuisine, especially for preparing 
sushi, and white rice vinegar is more 
common in Chinese dishes. Chinese 
rice vinegar is traditionally used in 
stir-frys, because it’s more acidic than 
Japanese rice vinegar. There’s also black 
rice vinegar, which is dark brown and 
inky in colour, and traditionally used to 
season meats.

“

”

Great vinegar can 
transform simple 
ingredients into a 
memorable meal
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Flavoured vinegars - Flavoured vinegars 
or fruit vinegars are a modern twist on 
the classic cooking vinegars, and used 
mainly for dressing or accompanying a 
dish rather than in the actual culinary 
process. For example, passion fruit 
vinegar is used to accompany salad or 
even as a dressing on seafood because 
of its tropical taste, giving a bland dish a 
much-needed kick. Flavoured vinegars 
usually use white wine vinegar as a 
base and then equal amounts of fruit, 
which is eventually boiled and reduced.
Sherry vinegar - A gourmet vinegar 
traditionally made from the wine of 
Palomino grapes, sherry vinegar has a 
deep, complex flavour. It’s often used 
to add character to rich, tasty dishes 
such as soups and casseroles.
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Cooking with vinegar
Vinegar has a sharp, clean taste, which 
helps to define and enhance other 
flavours in dishes. It’s easy to find one 
to match many foods, as it varies from 
sharp and tangy (white wine vinegar) 
to sweet and sticky (balsamic). Always 
buy the best quality vinegar you can 
afford, as the final dish is only as good 
as its ingredients.

Different vinegars pair well with 
different oils. For example, sherry 
vinegar goes well with nut oils such 
as hazelnut. Red wine vinegar is great 
in cooking, and many vinegars work 
well in marinades before grilling or 
frying meats – they break down the 
connective tissue and tenderise the 
meat, while also adding flavour by 
absorbing the tastes of herbs and 
spices used in the marinade. 
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Type of vinegar Cooking Qualities Flavour Description

   Red wine      
Marinades, stews and 
dressings Strong Made from fermented 

red wine

   White Wine
Soups, stews and 
sauces Medium, tangy Made from fermented 

white wine

   Cider
Marinades, cooking 
with vegetables and 
stews

Apple like 
flavour- medium 
and tangy

Made from the 
fermentation of apples

   Balsamic
Can be used as both 
a sweet and savoury 
dressing

Mild, sweet 

Unfermented grape 
juice, sometimes
with caramelised
sugar added

   Rice

Brown rice vinegar - 
sour dishes
White rice vinegar - 
stir-frys

Brown - medium 
and salty
White - quite 
strong

Asian vinegar made 
from fermented rice

   Sherry
Salad dressing and 
cooking 

Medium and 
complex

Made from fermented 
sherry wine

   Flavoured-
   blackcurrant

Dressings and 
flavouring meats, fish 
and poultry- also used 
as a marinade

Strong flavour 
of the fruit but 
not particularly 
pungent

Made by boiling down 
vinegar and fruit

   White 
Pickling and an 
ingredient in 
condiments 

Very Strong Made by fermenting 
distilled alcohol

   Malt
Condiments, chutneys, 
dipping sauce Medium, pungent Made from

fermented barley 

Tips for using vinegar
• Adding vinegar to the water when 
poaching eggs helps the whites keep 
their shape.
• To make perfect fluffy meringue, add 
a teaspoon of vinegar to every three 
egg whites.
• A teaspoon of red or white wine 
vinegar brings out the flavours in a 
sauce for almost any casserole.
• When cooking rice, add a dash
of vinegar
• A dash of vinegar in a chocolate cake 
helps keep it moist.
• Many types of vinegar work with 
sweet things as well as savoury – for 
example, balsamic vinegar is brilliant 
with strawberries. 

I would say cider vinegar 
and red and white wine 

vinegar are the most 
popular vinegars in my 

store cupboard
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